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Band: Electric Guitars (DK) 

Genre: Hard Rock 

Label: Mighty Music 

Albumtitle: Rock 'n' Roll Radio 

Duration: 47:05 

Releasedate: 10.02.2017 

 

Thanks to the video of the song ''Headless Chicken'' and the guest performances of the Binzer brothers (both D-A-D, 

vocals and guitars) there, I was very excited and happy for the whole disc. As the song is a great party-song in D-A-D 

manner...of course though, as it is sung by D-A-D. 

 

The rest of the disc of the Danes slightly slacks off during the run through regarding the quality, for it is unfortunately 

not the great breakthrough, which one would have desired. One clearly hears the D-A-D bonds in the songs, but it is 

sadly not more than basic hard rock. Therefore the riffs and arrangements in the hard rock genre have been heard 

too often, though. Also the really good singing hymns do not pull the oar very much around.  

 

One could say now that this is complaining about first world problems, because this is really well done and the fun 

factor fits also well. But it is a disc, which makes you want to turn the volume up at a party in a good mood or while 

driving in summer. 

 

A little AC / DC here, a portion of D-A-D there (did I already mention this? ...) and a pinch of general hard rock. I hope 

that the Rock 'n' Roll Radio will find his listeners, but I think it will be difficult. In this genre Airborne is currently the 

placekeeper. 

 

Conclusion: 

Basic Hard Rock that will find his fans. Unfortunately, however, somewhat replacable and without sparking 

moments. It is a good fun factor and provided with the predicate '' it can't hurt to try it''. 

 

Rating: 6,5/10 

 

Weblink: http://www.electricguitarsmusic.com , http://www.facebook.com/ElectricGuitarsDK 

 

Line-Up: 

 

Søren Andersen - Guitars, Vocals 

Mika Vandborg - Guitars, Vocals 

Peter Kjøbsted - Bass, Backing Vocals 

Morten Hellborn - Drums, Backing Vocasl 
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Tracklist:  

 

01. Rock 'n' Roll Radio 

02. False Flag Operartion 

03. Headless Chicken 

04. Swagman 

05. Splinter 

06. Bambi On Ice 

07. Lucy Glow 

08. Homewrecking Woman 

09. Stay Under The Radar 

10. Back To You 

 

Author: Steiff / Translator: Sereisa 


